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Abstract

Organized, sophisticated and persistent cyber-threat-actors pose a significant challenge to large, high-value organizations. They are capable of disrupting and destroying cyber infrastructures, denying organizations access to IT services, and stealing sensitive information including intellectual property, trade secrets and customer data. Past research points to Situation Awareness as critical to effective response. However, most research has focused on the technological perspective with comparatively less focus on the practice perspective. We therefore present an in-depth case study of a leading financial organization with a well-resourced and mature incident response capability that has evolved as a result of experiences with past attacks. Our contribution is a process model that explains how organizations can practice situation awareness of the cyber-threat landscape and the broad business context in incident response.
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1.0 Introduction

The rise of organized, sophisticated, and persistent cybersecurity attacks poses a significant challenge for modern organizations. Knowledgeable, well-trained and methodical human attackers use sophisticated tools and techniques to disrupt and destroy critical cyber

1 A research-in-progress (short) version of this paper was published at the International Conference on Information Systems, 2020
infrastructures, deny organizations access to their own IT infrastructures and services (e.g. ransom-ware attacks), and steal sensitive information including Intellectual Property, trade secrets and customer data (Ahmad et al. 2019; Lemay et al. 2018). Such attacks may have negative consequences for organizations including: loss of competitive advantage, productivity, reputation and customer confidence; legal penalties and direct financial loss (Ahmad et al. 2019; Lemay et al. 2018).

Verizon’s 2020 Data Breaches Investigations’ reported that outsiders perpetrated 70% of the surveyed 157,252 incidents (Verizon 2020). Of these externally initiated incidents, 55% were committed by organized criminal groups and 12% by groups affiliated with state or state-affiliated threat-actors. Given the business impact of cybersecurity incidents, the level of expenditure in information security has dramatically increased in recent years. Worldwide spending on cybersecurity solutions is expected to have reached $123.8 billion in 2020 (Gartner 2020). As these surveys suggest, even though organizations have significantly increased their investment in cybersecurity, incidents continue to rise.

Understanding how organizations can protect their information resources from sophisticated and persistent cyber-attacks is a significant challenge for both research and practice. Incident response takes place under considerable time pressure in a dynamic and rapidly changing organizational environment with high levels of information load, information diversity and task uncertainty (Steinke et al. 2015). Incident response requires command, control and coordination of diverse people, processes, and technologies to develop situation awareness of the threat and incident environment within a rapidly evolving organizational context (Steinke et al. 2015). At the same time the positioning of incident response teams in IT support operations creates resourcing constraints as IT is widely seen as a cost-center rather than revenue generator (Peppard 2018). This constraint is a key reason why incident response tends to focus on the operational objective of IT continuity as opposed to the strategic objective of defending information resources (Ahmad et al. 2019).

Our review of the literature suggests that Situation Awareness is a critical attribute of organizational incident response. Situation Awareness is a measure of the human decision-making that is required to navigate the complexity of incident response in a dense socio-technical environment (Endsley 1995; Webb et al. 2014). A key reason to acquire Situation Awareness is to resolve the asymmetry between the effort exerted by cyber attackers to breach organizational security and the efforts of incident responders in defending the organization from attack (Komáreková et al. 2018; Line et al. 2014; Macabante et al. 2019). Considerable effort has been invested in studying the technological aspects of developing Situation Awareness. However, there has been comparatively less focus on studying the practice perspective. In particular, there are few if any case studies that explain how organizations practice Situation Awareness in incident response.

We therefore pose the following research question: “How can organizations practice situation awareness in incident response?”

We first review academic and practitioner literature on the traditional cybersecurity incident response function in organizations and reflect on the lack of situation awareness in existing ‘best practice’ advice. To answer the question, we apply Situation Awareness theory to cybersecurity IR. After justifying our research method, we describe the IR capability of a mature and well-resourced function in a leading financial organization. Drawing on the theory of situation awareness and our case study findings we prescribe a generalized process model to explain how Situation Awareness can be practiced in IR. Finally, we highlight our contributions to theory and practice and conclude with future research directions.
2.0 Background

2.1 The Role of Cybersecurity Incident Response in Organizations

Organizations invest in a metaphorical “shield” made up collectively of formal controls (e.g., risk management, policy, and procedures), informal controls (e.g. training), technological controls (e.g., firewalls, intrusion detection systems, anti-virus software, layers of encryption), physical controls, administrative controls (e.g. COBIT, ISO/EIC 27001, NIST 800-53) and regulatory frameworks (e.g. GDPR, PCI-DSS, SOX, HIPAA) (Ahmad et al. 2020; Alshaikh et al. 2014; Dhillon 2018; Sveen et al. 2009; Weishäupl et al. 2018). The purpose of the shield is to prevent cyber-attacks from impacting organizational assets. However, organizations acknowledge that from time to time the shield will fail (e.g. holes/flaws in the “shield” are exploited by cyber-attacks). The role of IR is to restore the integrity of the shield by detecting the occurrence of an incident, containing the impact of the incident as much as possible, and eradicating the threat from the organization.

Organizations implement their IR function in diverse configurations. In small to medium sized organizations, IR might be conducted by the IT manager, a small team drawn from the IT unit, or may even be outsourced. Due primarily to resourcing constraints, incident response teams (IRTs) in small to medium sized organizations tend to be created in an ad hoc and reactive manner at the time the incident is detected (Ahmad et al. 2012). Large and well-resourced organizations particularly in the finance, telecommunications and defense sectors are likely to have a Security Operations Centre or SOC for continuous monitoring, analysis and response to security incidents across a large attack surface (networks and systems, servers and databases, network and wireless access points) (Agyepong et al. 2019). Having a SOC gives organizations a considerable advantage as incident handling teams, processes, and technologies are institutionalized into organizational routines and do not have to be set up reactively after the incident has already occurred. Little is known about the structure, processes and practices of SOCs in organizations as there are no standardized frameworks and very few case studies of practice (Schinagl et al. 2015). SOCs increasingly use adversary models of the cyber-attack lifecycle (e.g. Lockheed Martin’s Cyber Kill Chain (Hutchins et al. 2011) and Mitre’s ATT&CK (The Mitre Corporation 2017)) for Situation Awareness in the IR process (Ahmad et al. 2019). The use of attack lifecycles enables SOC analysts to engage more directly with the objectives of the attacker (i.e. to investigate how far attackers have progressed towards their objectives and to interrupt or delay the attacker from further progression). However, for these actions to be effective, organizations need significant Situation Awareness of the threat environment as well as the attack surface (organizational assets and operations).

Incident response has been conceptualized as linear and plan-driven process models consisting of sequential stages (Cichonski et al. 2012; West-Brown et al. 2003). According to the traditional IR process model (figure 1), IR teams prepare for incidents by building the requisite technological toolkits, response processes, and governance structures (e.g. policies, accountability). Once an incident has been identified, IR teams diagnose the circumstances and the type, nature, and scope of the incident. The next step is to contain the incident from causing further impact to the organization. In the case of high severity incidents, this step may involve taking mission critical systems offline. Eradication requires the IR team to identify and remove the root cause of the incident (e.g. malware in organizational networks and systems). In the recovery phase, the IR team restores IT services to their routine operations. Finally, the follow-up phase allows for reflection on the incident handling experience where ‘lessons learned’ are incorporated into standard operating procedures.
Figure 1: Traditional Incident Response Process Model

2.2 Situation Awareness in Cybersecurity Incident Response

Effective response to a cyber-attack requires incident response teams to develop Situation Awareness of a complex, evolving and dense socio-technical environment (Franke and Brynielsson 2014). Cyber-Situation Awareness is a specific kind of Situation Awareness which is directed at the digital environment and involves the integrated use of digital technology (henceforth we will refer to Cyber-Situation Awareness as Situation Awareness). Although there has been considerable research on Situation Awareness from a technological perspective, there has been comparatively less research focusing on the practice perspective.

Best-practice industry standards are presented from an operational and technology-centered perspective. The focus is on explaining how front-line personnel can detect, contain, eradicate, and recover from cybersecurity incidents. In some cases (e.g. NIST SP 800-61 - Cichonski et al. (2012)), very brief and general advice is provided on organizing an incident response capability which touches on the need for an incident response plan and procedures and establishing a team with select personnel to carry out the responsibilities. In the case of the NIST SP 800-61, the technology dimension of situation awareness appears as directives to compile, process, communicate and fuse incident-related information: (1) establish alerts by identifying precursors and indicators, (2) create channels of communication with outside parties, (3) implement logging and auditing of systems, and (4) profile networks and systems, (5) understand the normal behaviors of networks, systems and applications, (6) increase storage of information/evidence once an attack is suspected, and (7) correlate information across multiple sources of information.

The research literature acknowledges that Situation Awareness is a complex and multi-faceted attribute of humans that is developed through a cognitive process. There have been at least two comprehensive and systematic reviews of Situation Awareness (see Franke and Brynielsson (2014) followed by Jirsík (2018)). Both argue that Situation Awareness has been studied from technological and cognitive perspectives. As this paper is on the practice of incident response, we only provide a brief overview of the technology and cognitive research in the broad area of Situation Awareness.

From a technological perspective, Situation Awareness is framed as a problem of collecting relevant and useful information (i.e. ‘collect the dots’), fusing together key elements of the information (i.e. ‘connect the dots’) and deriving insights from the fused information (‘project from the dots’). Jirsík (2018) profiles key contributions and hubs of activity in Situation Awareness research. He points to active research teams at George Mason University (specializing in modeling, predicting and visualizing attacks as well as modeling to explain and measure Situation Awareness), US Army Research Laboratory (modeling risk and simulating cyber defense scenarios particularly in industrial control systems), Swedish Defense Research Agency (using attack personas to model attacker behavior among other contributions), Rochester Institute of Technology (also researching attack modeling and prediction with particular interest in multi-stage attacks) and the Austrian Institute of Technology (Situation Awareness in smart grids, network anomaly detection and decision support models in security operations centers).

From the human-centered perspective, Situation Awareness is seen as a dynamic cognitive process where the human operators need to acquire and continuously renew Situation
Awareness with new IR-related information from the incident environment (Rajivan and Cooke 2017). Here the focus has been on studying how operators (and teams of operators) acquire and maintain certain levels of Situation Awareness in IR by drawing insights from the IR-related data. A focal topic of interest has been team cognition in cyber defense (Cooke et al. 2013). Researchers have studied knowledge structures and conducted cognitive task analysis to study team effectiveness and mental models (Chen et al. 2014) as well as diagnostic work processes (Werlinger et al. 2010). Multi-disciplinary methods such as human-in-the loop experiments, agent-based modeling, and root cause analysis have been employed to study and interpret team interactions and cognitive biases in cyber defense tasks such as triage and correlation of incident-related information (Rajivan and Cooke 2017).

Incident response has recently been the subject of case study research. These studies have examined broad challenges (Bartnes et al. 2016; Hove et al. 2014) organizational learning (Ahmad et al. 2015), the applicability of safety management (Line and Albrechtsen 2016), integration of pro-active learning and socio-technical perspective in management models (Jaatun et al. 2009), the strategic balance between prevention and response (Baskerville et al. 2014) as well as broad sector-specific studies (Catota et al. 2018; Line 2013). However, to the best of our knowledge, Situation Awareness in incident response has not been the focus of any practice studies. The limited body of literature relevant to this perspective states that the IR function has been traditionally constrained by organizational structure, policy, and maturity due to its positioning in IT support operations (Ahmad et al. 2020; Nyre-Yu et al. 2019). Further, that personnel lack sufficient authority to carry out their responsibilities and grow the role and function of the team (Nyre-Yu et al. 2019). From a resourcing perspective (in non-IT firms), IT is seen as a cost-center rather than a revenue generator (Peppard 2018). Therefore, IR’s activities are subject to the same constraints as IT, which constrains its ability to carry out enterprise-level response to cyber-attacks (Nyre-Yu et al. 2019). This is a key reason why IR in many organizations focuses on the operational objective of maintaining IT continuity rather than the strategic objective of actively defending organizational information resources (Ahmad et al. 2019).

Where IR is implemented in a strict hierarchical structure (e.g. a SOC), uneven distribution of expertise becomes a barrier to knowledge sharing between analysts (Nyre-Yu et al. 2019). Organizational Situation Awareness is ‘brittle’, confusing and unreliable because it is based on loosely connected analysts rather than a genuine team-based activity (Cooke et al. 2013). This is primarily because individual achievement and knowledge ‘hoarding’ is rewarded over and above team success and knowledge sharing, a by-product of the way reward structures and personnel selection practices work in organizations (Cooke et al. 2013). This lack of shared awareness extends to stakeholders, particularly with mid and senior level managers, CISOs and other security personnel that liaise with other divisions and groups that must be notified to create shared situation awareness with management (Nyre-Yu et al. 2019).

3.0 Theoretical Lens

There are four main theories or approaches in the study of situation awareness. The most dominant theory is that of Endsley (1995) that takes an information processing approach. Others as discussed in Neville and Salmon (2016) are situation awareness as knowledge state which adopts a human workload perspective, Ecological Theory focusing on action-perception and Activity Theory which also takes an information processing perspective. We selected Endsley’s theory of Situation Awareness as the theoretical lens for this study (Endsley 1995). Our rationale is that it (1) frames Situation Awareness as a decision-support process for a single operator which corresponds to our objectives of understanding a single organization’s decision-support, (2) contains arguably the simplest conceptualization of Situation Awareness centered
on three broad theoretical constructs (perception, comprehension, projection) making it practically useful as an analytical lens for an in-depth case study, (3) has been the theory of choice for cybersecurity researchers studying incident response as we deduced from our literature review, (4) is the most empirically validated model among the descriptive models in the literature, and (5) has been applied to the wider socio-technical environment (see Endsley (1995) for examples of applications).

Endsley defines Situation Awareness as: “the perception of the elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future”. We therefore define Situation Awareness in IR as “perception of incident-related elements within the organizational environment over the course of the incident, comprehension of their meaning within the context of the organization’s cybersecurity mission and objectives, and the projection of their status in the near future”. Note we interpret ‘space’ to be all elements related to the incident, ‘time’ to be the duration of the incident, and ‘meaning’ to be interpreted in the context of the organization’s mission and objectives.

Endsley conceptualizes Situation Awareness as part of a broader process model for human cognition that is framed from an information-processing perspective. Situation Awareness is an operator’s ‘state of knowledge’ that can exist at three different levels – perception, comprehension, projection. The three states of Situation Awareness collectively lead to decision and action. The interaction of the operator with the real-world environment results in further modification of the operator’s mental model which directs further actions (see figure 2).

![Figure 2: Situation Awareness of the Environment (adapted from Endsley (1995))](image)

**Perception** is a state-of-knowledge that reflects the operational picture of the environment. Perception results from the collection of raw information through activities such as sensing the environment, receiving messages about the environment, or even interacting with the environment. It is important to note that the operator does not integrate key elements of the raw information to draw meaning as this takes place in other levels. **Comprehension** is a higher order state-of-knowledge resulting from the operator ‘connecting the dots’, i.e. integrating key elements in the operational picture into their mental model so their significance to the operator’s objectives and mission become apparent. **Projection** is the third and highest order state-of-knowledge of Situation Awareness that results from the agent extrapolating from their existing mental model to generate alternative states of the system and environment in the future. **Projection** is purposeful and supports goal-oriented decision-making - the operator assesses the situation and interprets what will happen in the future in the context of its goals and objectives as a basis for future decision-making.

**Decision and action execution** are separate stages that are distinct from Situation Awareness but follow from it. Situation Awareness therefore exists in a support role for decision-making and execution rather than part of it. **Decision** is where the operator selects a course of action among the possibilities identified in Projection. **Action Execution** is where the operator
implements the course of action previously selected in the Decision stage of the Situation Awareness framework to change the real-world environment. The final stage of action impacts the real world which is ultimately perceived by the operator through its Situation Awareness.

4.0 Research Approach

To explore how organizations can improve their Situation Awareness when responding to cybersecurity attacks, we undertook a qualitative research approach. Qualitative methods allow us to develop a rich picture of phenomena within an organization and allow us to investigate aspects that may not be obvious at the outset of the research project (Boudreau and Robey 2005; Eisenhardt 1989; Klein and Myers 1999; Yin 2018). The empirical data in our paper comes from a single in-depth, revelatory case. Single case studies are particularly useful in research where there are few cases to report and an in-depth understanding of the phenomena is required. Scholars have argued that when a single case study is used, the researcher is better able to question old theoretical relationships and explore new ones (Yin 2018). Our case study is revelatory for two reasons. First, the case is of a unique phenomenon, that being an IR function that has developed a high-level of situation-awareness as a result of learning from past responses to cybersecurity incidents. Second, there are very few case studies of IR in the literature primarily because gaining access to an organization to investigate cybersecurity is extremely difficult due to the sensitivity of the operations in question. This is well known among cybersecurity researchers in this area (Kotulic and Clark 2004; Paul and Whitley 2013).

FinanceCentral (pseudonym) is a large multinational finance organization with a market capitalization equivalent to forty-four billion US dollars. The firm operates in 34 countries, serves over nine million customers worldwide and employs over fifty thousand personnel. The firm has two strategic-level cybersecurity objectives: to maintain IT service availability and to protect confidentiality of customer data. The firm recently underwent a significant structural and process transformation to break down silos, flatten its hierarchical structure and improve its decision-making agility. As a result, the firm is being driven by smaller teams that are more collaborative and self-directed. We selected this firm as it: (1) has an in-house, well-resourced and permanent 24 x 7 IR function that is mature and relatively stable for the last five years, (2) evolved ‘best practice’ IR from experiences of highly sophisticated cyber-attacks, and (3) allowed the researchers unfettered access to the relevant stakeholders.

Data was collected using semi-structured interviews which lasted between one and three hours each. The first set of questions established the interviewee’s role and responsibilities in the IR function. The second set asked the interviewee to walk the researchers through the organization’s response to a ‘high severity’ cyber-attack while describing the organizational structure, coordination among teams, team dynamics, routine behaviors, reporting structure and communication protocols. The third set of questions was prefaced by a brief explanation of Situation Awareness. The interviewees were then asked to walk through the response a second time while explaining how the firm acquired its perception, comprehension, and projection. Interview data was transcribed verbatim and coded using open, axial and selective coding (Neuman 2014). Multiple passes were performed through the data to cluster the quotes and identify recurring themes that addressed the research question. Table 1 lists the interviewees at FinanceCentral. Whilst we were able to interview participants at each level of the IR process in FinanceCentral, we were limited to one representative for each stakeholder group (Level 2 SOC analysts were covered by a combination of Level 1 and Level 3) due to the sensitive nature of IR operations and because staff were handling a large volume of incidents at the time. The only exception was Lead_CyberStrategy, who we interviewed three times. The purpose of the subsequent interviews was to refine and subsequently validate the final process model.
**Table 1. Interviewee Profiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Years in Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lead_CyberOperations</td>
<td>Lead - Cybersecurity Operations</td>
<td>5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead_SOC</td>
<td>Lead - Security Operations Centre and Level 3 Analyst</td>
<td>4.5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead_CyberStrategy</td>
<td>Lead – Cybersecurity Strategy</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liaison_ThreatIntel</td>
<td>Senior Threat Intelligence Analyst</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1.Analyst_SOC</td>
<td>Security Operations Centre – Level 1 Analyst</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CISO</td>
<td>Chief Information Security Officer</td>
<td>3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.0 *FinanceCentral*: A Case Study of Exemplar Situation Awareness in Incident Response

*FinanceCentral’s* cybersecurity operations team is responsible for the protection of information resources. The function manages twenty billion data events each day that are generated from across the firm’s heterogeneous technology estate. *FinanceCentral’s* IR capability is driven by its 24x7 SOC. The SOC employs 25 personnel with the greatest number involved in daily incident management, a much smaller number of 3-4 personnel at Level 2, and only 1-2 at Level 3 including the SOC leader. A separate threat intelligence team consists of an additional 4-6 personnel. A security leadership team (*SecurityLT*) is formed on-the-fly to address high severity incidents. The *SecurityLT* consists of the cyber operations leader (*Lead_CyberOperations*) and the SOO leader (*Lead_SOC*) but may also include others such as the cybersecurity strategy leader (*Lead_CyberStrategy*), a designated liaison with the cyber threat intelligence team (*Liaison_ThreatIntel*) and the other Level 3 SOC Analyst. The firm’s *CISO* has oversight over the entire cybersecurity operations and acts as the communication conduit with the firm’s senior executive. The information flow and communication pathways are illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Information Flow and Communication Pathways at FinanceCentral](image)

5.1 Cybersecurity Operations at *FinanceCentral*

*FinanceCentral* has invested in a cyber defensive system that acts as a preventative ‘shield’ comprising a sophisticated configuration of security technologies incorporating multiple layers of control (firewalls, intrusion detection systems, anti-virus software, and specialized security...
tools purchased from various vendors). *FinanceCentral*’s cyber defense system is the subject of significant ongoing investment in continuously configuring, testing, and customizing these technologies with bespoke code to mitigate cybersecurity risks in their threat environment. A key objective of the cybersecurity function is to continuously uplift the capability of the protective shield to defend the firm against increasingly sophisticated forms of cyber-attack. In support of this objective, SOC analysts investigate cyber-attacks to reverse engineer Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) to develop solutions that can be patched back into the cyber defensive system to uplift the shield’s protective capability.

This is supported by *Lead_CyberOperations* who states:

“So, within our environment we’re very much dependent on what we call layers of security control. So, some of what we do again may not necessarily be deemed as unique but it’s in how we manage those layers of control. So when you think about denial of service capability, when you think about our Web application firewalls, whether it’s through threat intel, or through what we’re seeing through our security partners or security tools, it’s how we uplift them. How we put in place bespoke detections, how we uplift that capability. So that’s a big part of what we do, how we respond, and how we are agile in the context of the changing threat landscape.”

Referring to how *FinanceCentral* handled two specific incidents, the *Lead_CyberOperations* stated:

“What we did specific to both of those incidents, both of those vulnerabilities, is we were able to reverse engineer the exposure. We then built specific new detection rules both on our Web application firewalls for our Internet facing services but also on things like our IPS/IDS, intrusion prevention systems, and therefore lifted our barriers, strengthened our barriers to protect our environment.”

### 5.2 Incident-related Data Collection

*FinanceCentral*’s Situation Awareness of the environment comes from multiple channels of information collection. The primary avenue is system activity logs from their internal corporate networks, human resources platforms, travel systems, and cloud environments. These are channeled into the ‘Enterprise data security service’ (arrow 1 in figure 3) and then subsequently into the Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) platform (arrow 2 in figure 3) which correlate and aggregate the data. The SIEM performs real-time analysis of data using a combination of vendor-issued standard detection rules as well as custom detection rules engineered by SOC analysts to report security alerts (arrow 3 in figure 3). *Lead_CyberOperations* describes this:

“So, all of this data that I’m talking about, whether it be from third party service, a cloud platform, an internal corporate network, our security tools, our HR system, our travel system, all comes into this environment as raw data. We then have a layer of abstraction so that we can use it for our own security purposes. So, we do that that translation here but then we use it to help us drive what we do from the monitoring, detection and response perspective... the SIEM does additional aggregation and correlation of the data which then helps us drive incidents and the response to that within the security operations team.”

Another important source of information is a custom behavioral analytics platform that reports anomalous staff activity (arrow 4 in figure 3) as described by *Lead_CyberOperations*:

“... the other component is around our advanced cyber analytics platform. So, we’re probably I think the only financial institution in this region to have built this. It’s really
best to give you an example. So, we profile every staff member. Well, look at me - as just a just a typical general manager within the organization, over a period of six months, if all of a sudden, I upload data to Dropbox or to GitHub or something like that, then we’ll pick that up as anomalous behavior.”

5.3 Threat intelligence

FinanceCentral also receives threat intelligence that helps to direct their Situation Awareness of the threat environment. A key source is FinanceCentral’s dedicated team (arrow 5 in figure 3) that collects intelligence from a close-knit network of insiders among financial institutions, law enforcement and intelligence agencies, and specialist vendors such as FireEye. Another key source are referrals from the IT helpdesk and emails from staff reporting email, SMS, and phone phishing attacks. This threat intelligence function is described by Lead_CyberOperations:

“Threat intel is a dedicated team. And in summary that’s the group that has a finger on the pulse of the threat intelligence community. So, they are connected with intelligence agencies, various government bodies, law enforcement, both local and national.”

The team provides operational, tactical, and strategic intelligence to stakeholders in FinanceCentral. At an operational level, the team proactively monitors the threat landscape feeding actionable intelligence to L1 SOC analysts (e.g. blocking IP addresses, interpretation of security alerts, possible avenues of investigation). The Liaison_ThreatIntel states:

“... we’re monitoring the broader threat landscape and we want to pass intelligence to the operations team to uplift their existing platforms. We uplift their existing toolset using intelligence. It could be a simple list to block these potential IP addresses. Right? But it could be more along the lines of writing detection rules based on this hunt, this hypothesis, this piece of intelligence where another financial institution was targeted.”

Tactical intelligence involves hypothesizing about threat activity impacting FinanceCentral and validating that against the observations of the L3 SOC analysts.

“If you’re looking at what threat intel does on a day-to-day basis, we’re basically creating hypotheses, and then to validate the hypotheses you basically go to the Incident Response, and this is where the reactive - proactive component comes in, right? We pass on to the threat hunters to validate the hypotheses and then the hypotheses generates results and then you deploy the controls proactively even before the attack happens, we are running that whole loop and deploying our controls because we know the potential actor is operating in our geography based on the intel.” Liaison_ThreatIntel

Strategic-level intelligence is about identifying new threat-actors and their TTPs to identify gaps in the firm’s cyber defenses that might be exposed and proactively deploy controls into cyber defenses before the exposure is exploited.

“Strategic intelligence is identifying what the actors are targeting, what are their TTPs? And then out of those TTPs, once you get the TTPs, it very clearly gives you an overall picture of what are your gaps right now? What are the controls, and what are the gaps?” Liaison_ThreatIntel

FinanceCentral also benefits from threat intelligence (particularly indicators of compromise or IoCs) embedded in specialized security tools purchased from market leader FireEye and available through the vendor’s knowledge portals that they routinely monitor. The SOC leader (Lead_SOC) talks about learning from the incident response experiences or engagements of the market leader in threat intelligence:
“...they collect IOCs or indicators of compromise from those engagements and feed those directly into their tools. So that’s something that happens automatically that helps protect us... they have an intel arm [Mandiant] that can help us prioritize and map out those threats... and what tactics are they using. We then use [that] to prioritize whether we’ve got detections in place for those, and in many cases, we may need to write custom detections... they already have a portal where we can get lots of reporting around... the financial area in particular and what we’ll then do, is monitor [the portal] for those...”

FinanceCentral has a contract with FireEye’s intelligence arm which gives them a direct line to the vendor’s threat intelligence and monitoring specialists. For example, these experts will routinely analyze security reports from FinanceCentral’s security tools and occasionally place a phone call to the SOC leader directing his attention to specific threat activity on the firm’s systems (arrow 6 in Figure 3).

“...if they do get a specific hit...I might get a phone call even, and they’ll say, hey this particular alert in here, pay attention to this, this actually relates to this particular threat-actor that’s been doing X in your area.” Lead_SOC

5.4 SOC operations: Incident Triage and Handling Low-Severity Incidents

Developing the operational picture from multiple fragments of information is a key hurdle for SOC analysts. Security alerts must be interpreted, and the broader context must be pieced together from diverse sources of information (i.e. FinanceCentral’s myriad platform environments that span IT and business management). Threat intelligence plays an important role in directing the attention of SOC analysts to specific system activity and forms much of the background context through which security alerts are perceived. Level 1 analysts are responsible for the triage of all security alerts and the handling of low-severity incidents which number approximately 600 to 800 per month. The triage process requires analysts to follow guidelines or ‘playbooks’, draw on threat intelligence, and apply their training, skills and experience to piece together and make sense of the unfolding incident situation. L1 analysts monitor, prioritize, investigate, and respond to security alerts. This involves assessing risk and building incident context using problem-solving questions in playbooks, escalating high-severity alerts to senior analysts, and coordinating containment, eradication, and recovery for low-severity incidents.

“I handle phishing and malware incidents that are usually fairly low priority incidents. So just your day-to-day commodity malware or commodity phishing emails a lot of the time. If I do encounter anything that’s more serious, I escalate it to level two. I’m like the frontline, the human frontline defense for FinanceCentral as an organization. We have, obviously, defenses around the perimeter which are our tools and things but I’m the first person who receives the alerts that are generated by those tools and review them and triage them basically.” L1Analyst_SOC

Level 1 analysts (less than 3 years of experience) may seek assistance with these tasks from Level 2 analysts (3 to 5 years of experience) (for example if it’s unclear that an incident trigger is a false positive) (arrow 7 in figure 3). Level 3 analysts (5 or more years of experience) develop the playbooks to be followed by junior analysts and mentor them in their use. They spend 90% of their time on capability uplift and 10% of their time handling (high severity) incidents. L2 analysts spend roughly 50% of their time on capability uplift and the other 50% of their time handling incidents. L1 analysts spend almost 100% of their time handling tickets. They also provide feedback on the utility of the playbooks for low-severity incident handling.

A key challenge when making sense of the operational situation is coping with poor ‘visibility’ for example due to contradictions and gaps in incident-related information. Junior analysts have
less developed mental models, so they are data-driven in that they rely on the processing of the raw data collected through the firm’s sensors (e.g. the SIEM). Senior analysts rely heavily on their existing mental models to map out threats and identify gaps in visibility that need to be filled to better understand the operational picture, so they are more goal-directed. This is evidenced by 

Lead_SOC:

“...that’s part of the experience we’re trying to build into the analyst’s everyday job, that’s one of the major reasons why you need a human analyst rather than being able to automate it. So, their day to day job is really to handle... how do I work with imperfect data? How do I work with data where there’s weird contradictions? How do I troubleshoot those contradictions and figure out through experience - if I see this data from this control and this is contradictory data from this control, which one actually makes more sense? Which ones the real thing? Which ones less reliable? How do you marry those two things? In terms of the visibility, that tends to be something that, more the management and L3 layer is much more aware of.”

5.5 Enterprise Response to High Severity Incidents

Low-severity incidents are completely managed by L1 analysts without the need for escalation. High severity incidents such as a confirmed compromise of one or more systems (the specific criteria are confidential) are immediately escalated to L3 analysts by L1 or L2 analysts (arrows 8 and 9 respectively in Figure 3). Suspected sophisticated attacks trigger the formation of the previously described SecurityLT (arrow 10 in Figure 3). The SecurityLT’s responsibilities in such situations, which tend to be executed in parallel, is to assess the situation, open communication channels to all relevant stakeholders, and direct the enterprise response.

To execute these responsibilities the SecurityLT initiates a formal ‘managed incident’ process which comes with a dedicated technical incident recovery manager. The formal process incorporates two communications platforms or “bridges”. As Lead_SOC states:

“So typically, we’ve got two paths. Typically, using our technology operations group, we use the major incident management process and through that we’ve got a platform, we’ve got mechanisms, we’ve got a framework in which we can bring everyone together. So, we use that but in parallel, if it’s [the incident] big enough, we also use the management bridge and our CISO will help coordinate that. We’ve got two avenues to bring everyone together.”

Using the operational bridge, the SecurityLT can leverage formal communications protocols to compel all twelve technology domain heads of IT as well as the heads of business domains to engage with the incident response process (arrow 11 in figure 3). They will embark on a sensemaking process which will involve more context-building and discussion of the incident approach with stakeholders. Critical decisions will be made swiftly, and tasks will be delegated to contain, eradicate, and recover from the incident. The SecurityLT will engage with FinanceCentral’s CISO and senior executive through the management bridge (arrow 12 in Figure 3). Through this bridge they will conduct regular situation briefings and obtain signoff on significant decisions (e.g. suspending mission-critical services in a specific part of the world). On-demand communication between the two bridges is critical to FinanceCentral’s rapid decision-making and coordination as well as its comprehension of the unfolding situation as it enables the SecurityLT to engage in knowledge sharing about the incident and its changing context.

On the sensemaking process, Lead_SOC states:
“This could be a major incident. And then at that point yes, we’ll have a meeting, we’ll start drawing on whiteboards what could have been affected, we’ll start bringing in the people that we need. So that happens at the point that is triggered”.

The SecurityLT will present the senior executive with a risk and impact assessment of the incident. As Lead_SOC points out below: the firm’s executive is particularly concerned about risk to business management, reputational damage and disclosure of intellectual property and customer data resulting in the obligation to disclose serious security incidents to regulators and the public.

“So, they’re worried about things like reputational damage, customer information being breached, having to tell the regulators, having to tell the public. So yes, data is a really big one. And I think availability is key as well. But yeah it tends to be, is there a risk to customer data.” Lead_SOC

Communication between the senior executive and the SecurityLT is bi-directional. The senior executive may initiate contact with Lead_CyberOperations requesting controls to explored to mitigate the risk of a specific scenario.

“So, when an event occurs, Lead_CyberOperations typically at some point reports to the CISO or head of cyber-defense or something, and usually at some point after that without a formalized process the CISO will come to us and say, we’ve had this event. Articulated, it looks like these series of events. What mechanisms can we put in place at the organizational level to stop that? Or control that in some way?” Lead_CyberStrategy

The senior executive provides the critical ingredient of strategic business context into the sensemaking process, as the CISO points out:

“If there is motive to be established, it may originate elsewhere in the business, especially if they are intangible — an attack on corporate IP, or an essential asset will rarely originate on the asset itself. Senior executives can provide a broader view to allow operational teams to make sense of a kill-chain and its potential path. The same is true in reverse, being able to trace malicious activity occasionally requires context beyond the technical current state. For example, a machine is compromised containing only an empty datastore — this machine may be earmarked to support a new service offering for analysis of fraudulent transactions. This information isn’t always technically obvious, and occasionally only known to the business units with direct ties to the platform. We can close that gap.”

As previously mentioned, the SecurityLT uses the operational bridge to consult with, recruit and delegate response activities with the domain heads of IT and Business. Standard response protocols are followed to contain the incident from escalating, eradicking the root cause of the incident and recovering operations to routine function. This involves recruiting personnel from across the organization to engage with the incident response process and directing the critical response phases while keeping the senior executive apprised of progress. A key factor in FinanceCentral’s agility in responding to cyber-attacks is the firm’s recent transformation to incorporate flexible organizational structures and processes:

“... it’s about taking out middle management... so the CISO is the domain lead for the security domain but I am empowered to go directly to the domain leads of all the other twelve domains and engage them at any point in time. So, our new organization structure is about empowering people. There’s a whole range of people that we can bring in. But predominantly it’s the service owners, the platform owners, the application owners, and
the relevant domain leads who ultimately own that environment, who are brought into the discussion." Lead_CyberOperations

5.6 FinanceCentral’s Situation Awareness in Incident Response

FinanceCentral addresses the two key Situation Awareness deficiencies in ‘best practice’ IR identified in our literature (Situation Awareness of the cyber-threat landscape and Situation Awareness of the broad organizational context) by: (1) acquiring threat intelligence from a number of sources and integrating insights into the response process at operational, tactical and strategic levels (see section 5.3), and (2) knowledge sharing between a specialized security leadership team and stakeholders across the IT, business and senior executive using operational and management bridges (see section 5.5).

Poor Situation Awareness arising from structural and policy limitations of positioning IR in an operational IT unit is overcome by complementing the SOC with a strategic-level leadership team (SecurityLT) that has a flexible command and control structure augmented with the requisite authority and communications protocols to implement its decisions (management and operational bridges). This mechanism addresses the need for shared awareness between the IR function and other organizational stakeholders. Shared awareness within the SOC is addressed through the provision of knowledge management platforms as well as a culture of communication and mentoring. Uneven distribution of expertise is addressed by using playbooks and by blurring the boundaries separating the roles and responsibilities between the three levels of the SOC. These initiatives help to increase connectedness among SOC analysts and organizational stakeholders towards more reliable and coherent Situation Awareness.

The case study also shows how the challenges facing SOC analysts can be addressed. The firm converted its proceduralized playbooks to problem-centered ones to reduce manual and repetitive work and to increase investigative work. To improve engagement with the attacker’s intent, the firm integrated the attack lifecycle (the kill-chain) into its playbooks. Information and cognitive overload are addressed at multiple levels starting from correlation and aggregation using the firm’s enterprise data service and SIEM to the SOC’s large contingent of level 1 analysts backed up by advanced skills and experience at levels 2 and 3.

6.0 Situation Awareness in Incident Response: A Process Model

We answer our research question by proposing a process model of Situation Awareness in Cybersecurity IR or SA-CIR (figure 4). To construct the model, we determined how FinanceCentral’s Situation Awareness is implemented through processes that vertically and horizontally integrate stakeholders within IT and also across the broader enterprise. From the interviewees’ description of the processes we identified the key ingredients required for a process model: (1) the stakeholders integral to the response process, (2) process inputs (mental models, playbooks, threat intelligence, strategic, business and IT context), and (3) process outputs (perception, comprehension, projection). We subsequently cycled recursively among the exemplar Situation Awareness practices of FinanceCentral and Situation Awareness theory using the logic of Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007).

The process model is modelled as a two-dimensional artifact. Cybersecurity stakeholders (green boxes) are modelled across the horizontal dimension. The vertical dimension models Situation Awareness as the three states of knowledge defined in Endley’s theory (perception, comprehension, and projection). The process model features two kinds of dynamic behavior. The first is information processing behavior (data-driven vs goal-driven) and the second is task behavior (escalation vs investigation).
Information processing behavior is modelled using the purple arrows in figure 4 that allow progression through the 3 states of Situation Awareness knowledge. The downward pointing purple arrows reflect that organizations can acquire increasingly higher levels of Situation Awareness from data-driven processes (moving from perception to comprehension to projection). The upward pointing purple arrows between the states reflect that goal-driven processing such as attention-focusing using existing mental models can improve lower levels of Situation Awareness (moving from projection to comprehension to perception).

Task behavior is modelled using the blue outline arrows. The arrow pointing to the right represents situations where priority incidents are escalated from junior analysts to senior analysts and ultimately to the security leadership team. The precise types of cyber events that might result in escalation are confidential. However, an example cited by Lead_CyberOperations is loss of control over significant parts of the firm’s IT infrastructure from the rapid spread of malware. The arrow pointing to the left represents situations where a senior analyst or the security leadership team require internal incident context to be developed by junior analysts having been alerted to a potential incident by IT & Business Management and/or the C-suite Executive.

The contributions of each category of stakeholder to situation awareness are defined in terms of their frame of reference (yellow bar). Junior SOC analysts have a narrow frame of reference compared to senior SOC analysts. Their activities focus on individual IT systems and networks across the organization. L3 SOC analysts have a broader frame of reference which encompasses the firm’s global IT operations. The broadest frame of reference sits with the Security Leadership Team which encompasses the whole enterprise. An important further point of distinction is that the Security Leadership Team’s perspective is business-centered rather than technology-centered.
In general, to acquire Situation Awareness organizations must (1) ‘collect the dots’, i.e. collect alerts and raw details of the incident-related environment (perception), (2) ‘connect the dots’, i.e. synthesize elements of the incident with existing knowledge, and assess criticality and overall significance of the incident in the context of cybersecurity objectives (comprehension), and (3) ‘project from the dots’, i.e. construct possible incident scenarios in the immediate future to inform appropriate response (projection). The processes of Situation Awareness run continuously, in parallel, and can be data-driven and goal-driven at the same time. In the following sections we describe the activities of all stakeholders or sources of information that contribute to the firm’s Situation Awareness. These are summarized in Table 2. The unshaded stakeholders in Table 2 (that also appear in Figure 3) execute the response process, whereas the shaded stakeholders / information sources inform the response process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Projection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Data</td>
<td>Generate security alerts from aggregated and correlated security log entries and other sources for L1 SOC Analysts</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat Intelligence</td>
<td>Collect, analyze, and disseminate raw intelligence data and alerts for SOC Analysts and Security Leadership</td>
<td>Provide advice (including hypotheses) for SOC Analysts and Security Leadership</td>
<td>Provide advice (including hypotheses) for Security Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junior SOC Analysts (L1 and L2)</td>
<td>Apply playbooks, mental models, and operational threat intelligence to collect alerts and raw data using a case management system for later analysis</td>
<td>Apply playbooks, mental models, tacit knowledge about the organization and incident, and operational threat advice to synthesize incident-related elements with existing knowledge for triage and criticality assessment</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 SOC Analysts</td>
<td>Draw on analytics-driven reporting from Global IT Operations to collect alerts and raw data using a case management system for later analysis</td>
<td>Apply mental models, tacit knowledge about the organization and incident, and threat advice to synthesize incident-related elements with existing knowledge for understanding and criticality assessment</td>
<td>None, however, some L3 SOC Analysts will be part of Security Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Leadership</td>
<td>Collect alerts and raw data from C-suite Executive and IT &amp; Business Management; document in case management system; Direct alerts to junior analysts for investigation</td>
<td>Apply mental models, tacit knowledge, and input about strategic business context to synthesize incident-related elements with existing knowledge for the purposes of understanding</td>
<td>Apply mental models, strategic threat advice, to generate future scenarios of the incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT &amp; Business Management</td>
<td>Provide alerts and raw data related to incident elements to L3 SOC Analysts and Security Leadership Team</td>
<td>Provide business and IT context related to incident elements to L3 SOC Analysts and Security Leadership Team</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-suite Executive</td>
<td>Provide alerts and raw data related to incident elements to Security Leadership</td>
<td>Provide context related to incident elements to Security Leadership</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1 Perception

Perception requires organizations to collect the alerts and raw details that will be later used to construct the incident-related operational picture. Figure 4 shows alerts and raw data collected using three different frames of reference. Junior SOC analysts focus their collection on individual IT devices, L3 receive analytical information that summarizes trends across the IT
domain which they draw upon for raw data collection. Security Leadership Team’s collection comes from direct human contact from IT and Business Management as well as from the C-suite Executive (rather than IT tools).

Sensor data is a critical source of alerts and raw data about incident-related elements in the organizational environment. This data may include real-time data generated from SIEM platforms that aggregate and correlate security logs but may also include behavioral analytics, internally generated alerts about email, SMS and phone phishing, and data generated by third party threat intelligence tools. Sensor data informs the perception of L1 analysts.

Threat intelligence is a second key source of alerts and raw data. The threat intelligence team collects and disseminates operational-level alerts and raw data to junior SOC analysts, tactical-level alerts to L3 SOC analysts, and strategic-level alerts to the SecurityLT.

Incident alerts and raw data may come from outside the IT operations unit. There are two key sources in organizations, namely IT and Business Management and the CISO and C-suite Executives. As Figure 4 shows, the former comes from domain heads and are likely to be communicated to their equivalent peer in IT operations (i.e. L3 SOC analysts). Whereas in the case of the latter, such information is likely to be communicated to the Security Leadership Team directly.

6.2 Comprehension

Comprehension requires organizations to build the operational picture of the incident and understand its significance in the context of cybersecurity objectives. The key stakeholders in the response process are SOC analysts and the SecurityLT. They integrate the raw details of the incident with: (1) their existing mental models, (2) their tacit knowledge of the organization, (3) their knowledge of the incident, and (4) advice from threat intelligence.

Threat intelligence play a key role in collecting, analyzing, and disseminating advice on the intent of threat-actors and the implications for organizations. For example, they can provide hypotheses about threat activity (including advice on threat-actor objectives and patterns of attack) to SOC analysts. Specifically, then can provide operational threat intelligence to L1 SOC analysts (e.g. blocking internet addresses, directing analysts on where to find evidence and context that helps to piece together operational-level fragments), tactical threat intelligence to L3 SOC analysts (e.g. explaining patterns of attack across IT operations) and strategic threat intelligence to the SecurityLT (i.e. identifying threat-actors and their intentions).

Junior SOC analysts are directed by playbooks to synthesize elements of the raw data to construct and triage the operational picture of the unfolding incident. If the incident criticality is low, then they may manage the full response themselves. However, if the incident is deemed to be critical, they will escalate the incident to an L3 SOC analyst or directly to the Security Leadership Team. L3 SOC analysts will engage in the same comprehension activity within their frame of reference which is Global IT Operations. In making sense of the operational picture, SOC analysts will assess how far the attack has progressed in the kill-chain, the scope of the threat-actor’s activities inside the firm, the extent to which the threat-actor has acquired authority and resources to carry out their mission objectives and the risk exposure to the organization’s operations and sensitive information assets. A key consideration is the timing and nature of interventions in an unfolding attack scenario. There is a clear trade-off between cutting off a threat-actor to contain the impact of an attack and allowing the attack to continue to scope the attacker’s activities and ascertain intent.

The Security Leadership will apply its shared mental models of the enterprises’ cybersecurity risk environment, strategic threat intelligence, and its knowledge of the firm’s cybersecurity
mission and objectives, to the operational picture constructed by SOC analysts to make sense of the unfolding incident. Most such teams will engage in sensemaking, if necessary using a ‘war room’ where members can debate the facts of the case and use interactive learning technologies like whiteboards to develop a shared mental model specific to the incident within the model of the attack lifecycle. Engaging the operational units of the organization is critical for communication, consultation, and swift response. Through prefabricated and formal mechanisms such as an operational bridge, personnel from the IT and Business Management domains and C-suite Executive can be brought in as needed to provide additional context that assists with sensemaking but also for delegation of tasks (blue arrows).

6.3 Projection

Projection requires organizations to continuously extrapolate from the operational picture to generate alternative future scenarios of the incident-related organizational environment. Projection is the sole responsibility of the Security Leadership. The generation of plausible and likely scenarios requires several critical inputs. These are the mental models of the enterprises’ cybersecurity risk environment and strategic-level threat intelligence about threat-actors, their objectives and anticipated behavior. Projection feeds into decision-making for the purpose of incident response. Major incident response is likely to be executed by a cross-functional team made up from members from across Business and IT Operations.

6.4 Limitations and Research Directions

Our case study of FinanceCentral is not without limitations. First, we were not able to interview more personnel - junior SOC analysts, threat intelligence personnel and helpdesk support staff - as the firm was experiencing a high number of low-criticality incidents at the time. Second, given more time we would have broadened the scope of enquiry to include non-IT personnel in order to develop a more holistic understanding of Situation Awareness of FinanceCentral and study the interplay between cybersecurity and non-cybersecurity personnel at both strategic and operational levels of the firm during incident response. In particular we would have liked to study the potential disconnect between IT and non-IT personnel to confirm or disconfirm Peppard’s observations regarding the Business-IT disconnect (Peppard 2018). Third, although our study was grounded in theory (i.e. interview questions were developed from the constructs of Endsley’s theory of Situation Awareness), there are other theories of Situation Awareness that could have been consulted in order to enhance the quality of the theoretical contribution.

Single in-depth case studies impose their own limitations (Yin 2018). Notwithstanding the challenges of building sufficient trust to enable deep access to multiple organizations, and the tremendous cost incurred in time and resources, a multiple-case study would have allowed: (1) literal and theoretical replication logic when analysing results of the study, (2) better generalizability of our process model, (3) stronger theory building due to greater reliability of evidence, (4) comparison and contrast of the SA processes of the firms in terms of their organizational structure, coordination among teams, team dynamics, routine behaviors, skillbase of personnel, technologies used and their integration, reporting structure and communication protocols.

Our reason for adopting a case study approach to developing and refining the process model is that the method allows us to investigate incident response in its real-life context and compile comprehensive systematic and in-depth information about the incident response capability of an organization. Focus groups with experienced industry practitioners in incident response can also help to further refine and validate the process model as they: (1) provide an open format to discuss a wide range of opinions, (2) allow contrasts and similarities of opinions to be highlighted, (3) allow industry experts to directly interact with the researchers to clarify issues,
and (4) allow industry experts to build on each other’s expertise (Tremblay et al. 2010). These
will add depth to the research by providing rich insights on factors that enable or hinder the
development of Situation Awareness in IR, the skills and knowledge required by cybersecurity
IR teams to build Situation Awareness capabilities, and conditions which affect the utility of
Situation Awareness in IR.

7.0 Conclusion

The cybersecurity threat landscape has shifted due to the rise of organized, well-
resourced, and persistent threat-actors that target individual organizations for financial and/or political benefit. To respond to the threat, organizations must develop situation awareness in their incident response practices. Our study provides several contributions to both theory and practice.

First, we contribute to the literature on cybersecurity incident response by developing a process model that explains the role of management practice in developing situation awareness of cybersecurity incidents. Past research on situation awareness has focused on the technology and cognitive perspective, whereas management practice has received comparatively less attention. Adopting a case study approach enabled us to explain how situation awareness is developed through a three-step process – perception, comprehension, and projection in terms of management practice. The model can be used to develop and/or evaluate the response function of response teams in large and well-resourced organizations that perceive a high risk of cyber-attack from sophisticated threat-actors.

Second, through the identification of sources of information and knowledge and the construction of communication pathways and relationships between stakeholders (individuals and teams), we have developed an information processing network and explained how organizations can control information flow to develop situation awareness. We hope to attract experts in information processing theory to further develop our information processing perspective towards improved situation awareness.

The FinanceCentral case explains how Situation Awareness can be acquired in large organizations using the combination of a SOC and a flexible command and control leadership team. We believe organizations looking to develop their incident response practice to address organized and sophisticated cyber threat agents will find the process model and the case study useful. Our discussion of the practices of each stakeholder in the response process provides a basis for developing selection and training requirements for incident response personnel. This is particularly the case for level 1 SOC analysts as they need to be trained in investigative approaches to incident handling. Our case study confirms the critical relationship between organizational structure and incident response outcomes and shows how structural limitations can be overcome in mature and sophisticated response capabilities.
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